
Must Read
Business Books
(For Performance,  Productivity,  and Peaceof Mind)

1 ESSENTIALISM BY GREG MCKEOWN 
This is the #1 most influential book of Dominick’s life. The simple premise of this book is “less, 
but better.” I’ve probably purchased this book for 20 people – it’s my go-to recommendation for 
anyone who is constantly overcommitted, busy and exhausted. 

ELIMINATING WASTE

2 THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGIC OF TIDYING UP
BY MARIE KONDO 
This is the ultimate manifesto and how-to guide to Spark Joy in your life using the unlikely 
mechanism of de-cluttering your living quarters. This “tidying” muscle cleans up every other 
aspect of your life as well (work, relationships, habits, etc). Marie Kondo, at her core, is a 
contrarian thinker. She debunks every piece of tidying advice you’ve ever been given. Perhaps 
most importantly, flipping the frame of “what should I get rid of,” to “what sparks joy,” and only 
keeping that which satisfies the latter.

*One of the top-5 most influential books of Dominick’s life.

3 NECESSARY ENDINGS BY DR. HENRY CLOUD
Some things die, other things need to be killed. One of the best books I’ve read on de-cluttering 
critical areas of my life to create space for greatness. The “pruning” analogy that Dr. Henry Cloud 
lays out in the book is worth the price of admission alone. I use it to guide my life and teach it to 
my clients consistently.

4 IRRESTISTIBLE BY ADAM ALTER
Read this book if you are in (too much) love with your technology and want to be scared straight 
into dramatically reducing your screen time. This is an essential read if you have a family and need 
to install better tech habits as a unit.



5 THE 12 WEEK YEAR BY BRIAN MORAN
I’ve found no better book on how to make execution a repeatable, systematic process. Moran 
and Lennington provide a step by step process for how to execute every week, every day, down 
to every hour. This is essential reading for anyone tackling a big goal, responsible for running a 
business or in a sales position.

EXECUTION

6 A SENSE OF URGENCY BY JOHN KOTTER
Kotter argues the #1 reason why change fails, is leaders fail to inspire True Urgency in their 
employee population. False urgency prevails – frenzied chickens running around with their head 
cut off – a result of action rooted in fear. This is a clean, concise read on how to bust through 
complacency and transform false urgency into calm, powerful True Urgency.

7 THE POWER OF HABIT BY CHARLES DUHIGG
The #1 book on understand your habits. Why you have them, why your conscious mind is 
relatively powerless against them, and how you can transform them. You can’t walk away 
from this book without fully appreciating the extraordinary impact of habit on our lives – for 
better or for worse. Duhigg does an excellent job simplifying the habit cycle, and proposes a 
simple solution to help you break free from undesirable habits. An enjoyable, fast-paced and 
profoundly insightful read.

8 ATOMIC HABITS BY JAMES CLEAR
James Clear absolutely nails all of the nuances of habit creation (and transformation) in this 
practical, actionable guide to making small adjustments that lead to big changes over time. 
His emphasis on creating better systems and environments, therefore relying less on 
willpower, is genius.

HABITS
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9 MIRACLE MORNING BY HAL ELROD
The first hour is the rudder of the day. Read this book if you’re serious about implementing a 
morning routine that can supercharge the 15, 16 or 17 waking hours that follow.

INVESTING IN YOU

10 BREAKING THE HABIT OF BEING YOURSELF
BY DR. JOE DISPENZA
If you’re a believer of the benefits of meditation, then get your hands on a copy. Dispenza does a 
worthy job walking the layman through the quantum physics behind how our smallest particles 
are effected by our attention, energy and focus – explaining why we get stuck in self-limiting 
habits that we desire to change.

11 THE LAST SAFE INVESTMENT BY BRYAN 
FRANKIN AND MICHAEL ELLSBURG
In today’s era of radical disruptions in markets and economies, the only safe place to invest your 
time and money is into YOU. Instead of increasing your financial net worth by increasing portfolio 
value, increase

12 SPARK BY JOHN RATEY
Exercise is not just good for the body, it’s essential for long term cognitive performance. Spark 
provides the shocking science behind how something as little as running a mile before doing work 
can dramatically boost your cognitive performance and mental health.your value to others.
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13 THE ONLY WAY TO WIN BY JIM LOEHR
Jim Loehr is the founder of the Human Performance Institute, an organization that has helped 
train many of the world’s athletes to achieve #1 rankings and Olympic gold medals. They’ve also 
worked extensively with all branches of the U.S. military and many of the corporate world’s 
biggest businesses. I’ve taken immersive courses at HPI and am such a proponent of their 
methodology that I became a certified Train the Trainer. This book is an awesome introduction 
into their teachings, especially on how to think about – and align – your physical, emotional, 
mental and spiritual energies to drive higher achievement AND enjoy the journey. A must read if 
you consider yourself to be an achievement addict (like me!).

THINKING BIG

14 ZERO TO ONE BY PETER THIEL
Create, don’t compete. 99.9% of humanity is competing with one another. Thiel believes that’s 
hogwash. True innovation comes from a relentless focus on creation, not obsessing over what the 
other guy is doing.

15 THE ONE THING BY GARY KELLER
Extraordinary results are directly proportional to how narrow you can make your focus. Keller 
challenges your preconceived belief that life should “be in balance,” when in fact the pursuit of 
balance is what prevents you from extraordinary.

16 STEALING FIRE 
BY STEVEN KOTTLER & JAMIE WHEAL
Read this book if you are obsessed with next-level performance and want to see the future of how 
we use technology AND our own chemistry to produce exponential results.
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17 MINDSET BY CAROL DWECK
A FIXED mindset believes your qualities are carved in stone and you have very little room for 
improvement. A GROWTH mindset believes your qualities are things you can cultivate through 
your efforts. You need to read this book if you have a harsh inner critic…and also a must for 
anyone who leads people in business.

LEADING TEAMS

18 THE 5 DYSFUNCTIONS OF A TEAM
BY PATRICK LENCIONI
An easy reading leadership fable that hammers home the point that: If you can get every member 
of a team rowing in the same direction, you can dominate any competitor in any market at any 
time. There are some excellent diagnostic tools at the back of the book that you can use with your 
team to highlight their superpowers (and dysfunctions).
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